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Abstrat
We here study max hamming xsat, i.e., the problem of nding
two xsat models at maximum Hamming distane. By using a reent
xsat solver as an auxiliary funtion, an O(2n) time algorithm an
be onstruted, where n is the number of variables. This upper time
bound an be further improved to O(1.8348n) by introduing a new
kind of branhing, more diretly suited for nding models at maximum
Hamming distane. The tehniques presented here are likely to be of
pratial use as well as of theoretial value, proving that there are
non-trivial algorithms for maximum Hamming distane problems.
1 Introdution
Most previous algorithms for optimization problems have ontented them-
selves with produing one best or good-enough solution. However, often
there is an atual need for several solutions that are at a maximum (or at
least great) Hamming distane. For instane, when sheduling a group of
people one typially wants to present substantially dierent alternatives to
hoose between. Somewhat surprisingly, the max hamming sp problem
has only reently beome an area of aademi researh. The rst paper (to
the best of our knowledge) by Rossi et al. [3℄ ame in 2002. In their paper
they present some results on the hardness of approximating the problem for
CSPs on Boolean domains. Angelsmark and Thapper [1℄ have presented ex-
at and randomized algorithms for the general nite domain problem as well
as dediated algorithms for max hamming sat. Hebrard et al. [7℄ onsider a
broader range of problems, inluding nding solutions that are similar. They
also test some heuristi methods. The so far best exat algorithm for max
hamming sat by Angelsmark and Thapper [1℄ runs in O(4n) time (where
n is the number of variables) and polynomial spae.
∗
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In this paper we will onsider max hamming xsat. The xsat problem
asks for an assignment to the variables suh that exatly one literal be true
in eah lause. xsat is NP-omplete as shown by Shaefer [12℄. The problem
is well studied, and many exat algorithms have been presented, e.g. [6, 8,
11, 5, 2℄. The so far best algorithm by Byskov et al. [2℄ have a running
time in O(1.1749n) and uses polynomial spae. xsat an be used to model
for instane the graph olourability problem (sine every vertex must have
exatly one olour, for an example see [10℄). Furthermore, there is a lose
onnetion between xsat and more general ardinality onstraints (see [4℄).
max hamming xsat is not eiently approximable (see [3℄) and so exat
algorithms are of real-world interest.
We will present two polynomial spae algorithms P and Q. Previous al-
gorithms for maximum Hamming problems have relied on an external solver
for the base problem. P is also suh an algorithm, however, there is a novelty:
by using a polynomial time test, many unneessary alls to the solver an be
avoided. Thereby the running time is improved substantially. Q represents
something totally new in this area, beause it works diretly on the inherent
struture of the max hamming xsat problem. More preisely, a new kind
of DPLL branhing is introdued. Apart from the immediate interest of the
max hamming xsat problem itself, we hope that the ideas presented here
will also be appliable for other problems suh as max hamming shedul-
ing, max hamming lique and the like.
For the sake of oniseness, we phrase the algorithms in suh a way that
they answer the question what is the maximum Hamming distane between
any two models?. However, it is trivial to see how they an be modied to
atually produe two suh models.
In what follows we rst give some preliminaries and then in Setion 3 we
present P and Q. In Setion 4 some onlusions and possible future researh
diretions are given.
2 Preliminaries
A propositional variable (or variable for short) has either the value true or
false. A literal is a variable p or its negation p¯. We say that the literals p
and p¯ are derived from the variable p. When ipping p (p¯) one gets p¯ (p). The
literal p is true i it is derived from the variable p whih has the value true
and p¯ is true i it is derived from the variable p whih has the value false.
A lause is a number of literals onneted by logial or (∨). The length of a
lause x, denoted |x|, is the number of literals in it. We will sometimes need
a sub-lause notation in this way: (a∨ b∨C), suh that C = c0∨ . . .∨ cn is a
disjuntion of one or more literals. In the following, literals will be indiated
by lower-ase letters and sub-lauses by upper-ase letters. A formula is a set
of lauses. For a formula F , V ar(F ) denotes the set of variables appearing
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in a lause of F . The degree of c, denoted δ(c), is the number of appearanes
of the variable c, that is, the number of lauses that ontain either c or c¯. If
δ(c) = 1 we all c a singleton. From a formula one gets the formula graph by
letting the variables form the verties and every pair of variables ouring
together in a lause is joined by an edge. Hene, graph onepts suh as
onneted omponents an be used for formulae.
An x-model is an assignment to the variables of a formula F suh that
there is exatly one true literal in every lause. The problem of determining
whether F allows an x-model is alled xsat. A literal that exatly satises
a lause is alled a satisfator.
We now reah two entral denitions: The Hamming distane between
two assignments is the number of assignments to the individual variables
that disagree. max hamming xsat is the problem of determining for a
formula F the maximum Hamming distane between any two x-models of
F .
Substitution of a by δ in the formula F is denoted F (a/δ); the notation
F (a/δ; b/γ) indiates repeated substitution: F (a/δ)(b/γ) (rst a is replaed
and then b). F (B/false) means that every literal of B is replaed by false.
We will deal with variants of the xsat problem, and in order not to
lutter the algorithms with trivialities, we shall assume that the substitution
performs a little more than just a syntatial replaement, namely propaga-
tion in the following sense: Given a formula F , assume that there are three
lauses x = (a ∨ b ∨ c), y = (b ∨ f ∨ g ∨ h) and z = (c¯ ∨ d ∨ e) in a formula.
When substituting true for a (F (a/true)), b and c must both be replaed
by false (beause in the ontext of xsat exatly one literal must be true in
eah lause). This means that y will beome (false ∨ f ∨ g ∨ h) whih an
be simplied to (f ∨ g ∨ h) and that z will beome (true ∨ d ∨ e) whih im-
plies that d and e are false, and so on. Other trivial simpliations are also
made. For instane, the ourrene of both a and a¯ in a lause is replaed
by true. This proess goes on until no more simpliations an be done. If
the substitution disovers that the formula is x-unsatisable (for instane if
there is a lause (true ∨ a ∨ a¯)) the unsatisable formula {()} is returned.
When analyzing the running time of the algorithms, we will enounter
reurrenes of the form T (n) ≤
∑k
i=1 T (n − ri) + poly(n). They satisfy
T (n) ∈ O(τ(r1, . . . , rk)
n) where τ(r1, . . . , rk) is the largest, real-valued root
of the funtion
f(x) = 1−
k∑
i=1
x−ri (1)
see [9℄. Sine this bound does not depend on the polynomial fator poly(n),
we ignore all polynomial-time alulations. Let R =
∑k
i=1 ri and then note
that due to the nature of the funtion f(x) = 1 −
∑k
i=1 x
−ri
, the smallest
possible real-valued root (and hene the best running time) will appear when
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eah ri is as lose to R/k as possible, i.e., when the derease of size of the
instane is balaned through the branhes. Say for instane that R = 4, k =
2. Then τ(1, 3) = τ(3, 1) ≈ 1.4656 and τ(2, 2) ≈ 1.4142. We will refer to
this as the balaned branhing eet. We will use the shorthand notation
τ(rk . . .) for τ(r, r . . . r︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, . . .), e.g., τ(52, 33) for τ(5, 5, 3, 3, 3).
3 Exat Algorithms for max hamming xsat
In what follows we present the two poly-spae algorithms P and Q for max
hamming xsat and prove that they run in O(2n) and O(1.8348n) time
respetively. Though the running time of P is slightly inferior to the running
time of Q, there are good reasons to present both algorithms: P resembles
previous algorithms and gives a hint on how they an be improved, and it
is easy to implement given an external xsat solver. Furthermore, if one is
ontent with getting two models that have at least the Hamming distane d,
for some onstant d, then P will have a provably better upper time bound
than Q.
As a onvention, when we present a lause (a ∨ . . .), it is intended to
over all dual ases as well, i.e., (a¯ ∨ . . .).
3.1 Using an External xsat Solver
One solution to the max hamming xsat problem is this algorithm whih
bears resemblane to the O(4n) time max hamming sat algorithm by An-
gelsmark and Thapper [1℄. If the formula is x-unsatisable ⊥ is returned.
The answer 0 of ourse indiates that there is only one model.
1 algorithm P (F )
2 ans := ⊥
3 for k := 0 to n do
4 for every subset X ⊆ V ar(F ) of size k do
5 Let C be the set of lauses ontaining any literal derived from X
6 Let C ′ be a opy of C where every literal derived from X is ipped
7 if all lauses of C ontain either 0 or 2 literals form X then
8 if F ∪ C ′ is x-satiable then ans := k
9 return ans
Before stating the orretness of P we need an auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 1 Assume that M and M ′ are x-models for F and that X is the
subset of variables assigned dierent values. Then eah lause of F ontains
either zero or two literals derived from X.
Proof: For M = M ′ the Lemma trivially holds.
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Else, for the sake of ontradition, assume there is a lause having one
literal a from X. The lause annot be (a) beause then it would be un-
satised under one model. Therefore the lause must be (a ∨ A) where all
members of A have the same value under both models. If one literal of A
is true then a must be false under both models (to avoid oversatisfation),
learly a ontradition. If all literals of A are false, a must be false so this
also is a ontradition.
Similarly, no lause an ontain three or more literals from X. 
Theorem 2 P (F ) deides max hamming xsat for F
Proof: For ompleteness: Assume there are two models M and M ′ at
maximum hamming distane k and that the diering variables are olleted
in X. The lauses ontaining zero literals from X remain the same under
both models, the interesting ase is a lause (a ∨ b ∨ C) where a and b are
from X (by Lemma 1 this is the only possible ase). Assume w.l.o.g. that
a is true and b is false under M and the opposite holds for M ′. Then the
lause (a¯ ∨ b¯ ∨ C) is x-satised under both models.
For soundness: Assume we have a model M for F ∪ C ′. Then it is pos-
sible to form another model M ′ by assigning all variables of X the opposite
values. 
We an now start examining the running time of P . Let an allowed subset
S of variables in a formula F be a subset suh that eah lause of F ontains
either 0 or two members of S. The following lemma establishes an upper
bound for the number of allowed subsets.
Lemma 3 For any formula F the number N of allowed subsets is in O(7n/4) ⊆
O(1.6266n).
Proof: Consider a arbitrary variable a. When alulating the number N
of allowed subsets a an partiipate in, it is lear that the higher the degree
of a, the lower the N . Hene, a formula onsisting only of singletons has
maximum N .
Whih lause length lmaximizesN? We see thatN = (
( l
2
)
+1)n/l. Clause
length 2 makes N ∈ O(2n/2) ⊆ O(1.4143n); length 3 makes N ∈ O(4n/3) ⊆
O(1.5875n); length 4 makes N ∈ O(7n/4) ⊆ O(1.6266n); length 5 makes
N ∈ O(11n/5) ⊆ O(1.6154n); length 6 makes N ∈ O(16n/6) ⊆ O(1.5875n)
and so on in a dereasing series. (The series dereases asymptotially to-
wards 1 beause the base inreases only quadratially under an exponential
derease.) Thus, the maximum N is in O(7n/4). 
Theorem 4 P (F ) runs in polynomial spae and time O(2n).
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Proof: Clearly P uses polynomial spae. Furthermore, the running time is
O(2n+N ·Cn), where N is the onstant of Lemma 3 and C is a onstant suh
that xsat is solvable in polynomial spae and time O(Cn). The urrently
best value for C is 1.1749 (by Byskov et al., [2℄) and so the upper time bound
is O(2n + 1.6266n1.1749n) ⊆ O(2n + 1.9111n) = O(2n). 
3.2 Using Branhing
We will now move on to another poly-spae algorithm Q with a provably
better running time than P . It is a DPLL-style algorithm relying on the fat
that under two models M and M ′, any variable a has either the same or
opposite value. If a is true under both models, then all variables ouring in
a lause w = (a∨. . .) an be removed (beause only one literal is true). If a is
false under both models it an be removed. If a has dierent values then by
Lemma 1 there is exatly one more variable a′ in w that has dierent values
and we need to examine all possible ases of a′. During the branhing some
simpliations of the formula are made, for instane, superuous singletons
are removed. We need to store information about removals of variables due
to simpliations and therefore the following is needed: To every variable
a we assoiate two (possibly empty) sets of variables: sing(a) and dual(a).
We also need a marker sat(a). As a onsequene of the simpliations,
in the leaves of the reursion tree a kind of generalized models are found,
that summarize several models. For now, we hide the details in the helper
algorithm GenH whih we will ome bak to after the presentation of the
main algorithm. The reason for doing so, is that we rst need to see how
the simpliations work.
Another tehniality: like P , Qmay return ⊥ if F is unsatisable. There-
fore we dene ⊥ < 0 and ⊥ + 1 = ⊥; furthermore, max⊥(⊥, Z) returns Z,
even if Z = ⊥. BeforeQ′(F ) is used, all sets dual(a) and sing(a) are assumed
to be empty, and every marker sat(a) assumed to be unassigned. During the
exeution of Q′, if there is a lause (a . . .) where a is a singleton assigned a
satisfator, then sat(a) := true, in the dual ase where the lause looks like
(a¯ . . .), sat(a) := false. This allows us to nd out the role of a in a model.
For larity of presentation we will rst present a simplied algorithm Q′.
Later an optimization to improve the running time will be added.
1 algorithm Q′(F )
2 As long as there is a lause (a1 ∨ a2 . . .) where a1 and a2 are singletons,
remove a2 and let sing(a1) := sing(a1) ∪ {a2} ∪ sing(a2).
3 As long as there is a lause (a ∨ b), assume w.l.o.g. that b is a non-
singleton (otherwise pik a) and let F := F (a/b¯) and let dual(b) :=
dual(b) ∪ dual(a) ∪ {a}. If a singleton was reated, goto the previous
line.
4 if F = {()} then return ⊥
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5 elsif F = {} then return GenH(F )
6 elsif F is not onneted then assume the omponents are F1 . . . Fk
and return
∑k
i=1Q
′(Fi)
7 else
8 Pik a longest lause w = (a1 ∨ a2 . . . ak) and assume w.l.o.g. that a1
is a non-singleton. Now do the following:
9 anstrue := Q
′(F (a1/true))
10 ansfalse = Q
′(F (a1/false))
11 if anstrue = ⊥ or ansfalse = ⊥ then returnmax⊥(anstrue, ansfalse)
12 else
13 for i = 2 to k do
14 Let ansi := Q
′(F (a1/a¯i))
15 return max⊥(anstrue, ansfalse, (ans2 + 1) . . . , (ansk + 1))
We are now ready to take a loser look at how the result of the simpli-
ations are handled by GenH . Note that during the exeution of Q
′
, every
removed variable is kept in exatly one set sing(a) or dual(a), for (possibly)
dierent variables a. This motivates the following denition:
A generalized assignment is a partial assignment, suh that every unas-
signed variable is ontained in exatly one set sing(a) or dual(a) (i.e., for
all the sets sing(a1), dual(a1), sing(a2) . . ., every intersetion is empty). We
say that a variable a′ is transitively linked to the variable a if either 1)
a′ ∈ sing(a)∪ dual(a) or 2) a is transitively linked to a member of sing(a)∪
dual(a).
We will also need the two following auxiliary algorithms. Intuitively,
Fix(a1) orresponds to the maximum number of variables transitively linked
to a1 that an have dierent values under a modelM where a1 is a satisfator
and a modelM ′ where a1 is not a satisfator. The reursive algorithm di(a1)
alulates the maximum number of variables, transitively linked to a1 that
an be assigned dierent values while a1 is a non-satisfator. In the reursive
alls, it might be that the argument is a satisfator. The variable k is assumed
to be initialized to 0.
1 algorithm Fix(a1)
2 fix := 0
3 if sing(a) 6= ∅ then
4 Let {a1, a2 . . . am} := {a1} ∪ sing(a1)
5 sing(a1) := ∅
6 fix := max(Fix(a1), F ix(a2) . . . F ix(am))
7 elsif dual(a) 6= ∅ then
8 Let {a1, a2 . . . am} := {a1} ∪ dual(a1)
9 dual(a1) := ∅
10 fix :=
∑
(Fix(a1), F ix(a2) . . . F ix(am))
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11 else
12 fix := 1
13 return fix
1 algorithm di(a1)
2 if sing(a1) 6= ∅ and a1 is a satisfator then
3 k := k + Fix(a1)
4 else
5 for eah member bi ∈ dual(a1) ∪ sing(a1) do
6 assign bi a value aording to a1; k := k + di(bi)
7 return k
We are now ready to present GenH(F ). Although F is an empty for-
mula, it is assumed that from it, every variable assigned a value during the
exeution of Q′ an be reahed.
1 algorithm GenH(F )
2 k := 0
3 for every variable a1 assigned a value do
4 if sing(a1) = ∅ and dual(a1) = ∅ then do nothing
5 elsif sing(a1) = {a2 . . . am} and a1 is a satisfator then
6 Pik two members a′ and a′′ from {a2 . . . am}, there are
(m
2
)
hoies.
Try all and for eah hoie alulate k1 := Fix(a
′)+Fix(a′′)+
∑
di(ai)
suh that ai ∈ {a1 . . . am} \ {a
′ ∪ a′′}. The maximum k1 found is added
to k.
7 else
8 k := k + di(a1)
9 return k
We are now ready to state the orretness of Q′:
Theorem 5 Q′(F ) deides max hamming xsat for F
Proof: We inspet the lines of Q′:
Lines 25: Let us start by looking at Lines 2 and 3 to see that they do
not alter the x-satisability of F and that they indeed produe a generalized
assignment. As for Line 2, it is lear that removing all singletons but one
does not alter the x-satisability. It is also lear that every removed singleton
will be in one and only one set sing. Conerning Line 3, the lause (a ∨ b)
implies that a and b have opposite values, hene F := F (a/b¯) does not alter
the x-satisability. By the previous line, one of a and b is a non-singleton
and so every variable removed by this line is found in exatly one set dual.
The formula {()} is unsatisable and thus ⊥ is returned. When it omes to
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GenH , we need to justify the alulation of the maximum Hamming distane
for a generalized assignment. Consider two models M and M ′ at maximum
Hamming distane, ontained in the generalized assignment at hand. Clearly,
all variables that are assigned a xed value and have empty sets sing and
dual will have the same value under both models. Furthermore, whenever
there is a situation with a satisfator a1 having a non-empty set sing(a1),
one of a1 . . . am will be a satisfator under M and one under M
′
. When ai is
a satisfator underM , Fix(a1) is the largest number of variables transitively
linked to it that an get assigned one value underM and another value under
M ′. Also, even though a variable is not a satisfator itself, it may well be
that one variable transitively linked to it is. As in a general assignment
every variable is either assigned a xed value or transitively linked to suh
a variable, the distane between M and M ′ an be found as the sum of the
values alulated for the assigned variables.
Line 6: If F is not onneted every model for one omponent an be om-
bined with any model for another omponent in order to form a model for
F .
Lines 715: Assume there are two models M and M ′ at maximum Ham-
ming distane k. If a1 is true under both models then the formula where all
other literals of w are set to false is x-satisable and the reursive all will
return k (assuming that the algorithm is orret for smaller input). Similarly
for Line 10. If both Lines 9 and 10 returned an integer, we know that there
are models under whih a1 is false and models under whih a1 is true. Thus
M and M ′ may assign dierent values to a1. Assume this is the ase. By
Lemma 1 we know that M and M ′ dier in exatly one more variable in w.
Assume w.l.o.g. that a2 is that literal. Then we know that a1 and a2 have
dierent values and that the other literals of w are false.

As for the running time of Q′, the handling of lauses of length 4 will
ause an unneessarily bad upper time bound. The problem is that in Line
10 only one variable is removed. However, a lause of length 3 is reated
whih an be exploited. Hene we replae Line 10 in Q′ by the following,
thereby obtaining the algorithm Q. The orretness is easily seen, beause
it is the same kind of branhing we have already justied.
1 if |W | 6= 4 then ansfalse = Q(F (a1/false))
2 else
3 let W = (a1 ∨ a2 ∨ a3 ∨ a4) and assume that a2 is a non-singleton
4 ans1f := Q(F (a1/false; a2/true); ans
2
f := Q(F (a1/false; a2/false)
5 if ans1f = ⊥ or ans
2
f = ⊥ then ansfalse := max⊥(ans
1
f , ans
2
f )
6 else
7 ans3f := Q(F (a1/false; a2/a¯3); ans
4
f := Q(F (a1/false; a2/a¯4)
9
8 ansfalse := max⊥(ans
1
f , ans
2
f , (ans
3
f + 1), (ans
4
f + 1))
Theorem 6 Q(F ) runs in polynomial spae and time O(1.8348n)
Proof: Let T (n) be the running time for Q(F ). The analysis will proeed
by examining what the running time would be if Q always enountered the
same ase. It is lear that the worst ase will deide an overall upper time
bound for Q. We inspet the lines of Q:
Line 15: All these lines are polynomial time omputable.
Line 6: This line does not inrease the running time as learly,
∑k
i=1 T (ni) ≤
T (n) when n =
∑k
i=1 ni.
Lines 7: It is lear that the worst lause length will deide an overall upper
time bound for Q. Note that if there are variables left in F , then there will
be at least two lauses left and one of the ases below must be appliable.
1. |w| ≥ 5. Already a rough analysis sues here: In the allQ(F (a1/true))
a1 as well as all the other variables in w get a xed value and hene
|w| variables are removed. The next all only removes one variable,
namely a1. In every of the other |w| − 1 alls |w| − 1 variables are re-
moved. Hene, the running time will be in O(τ(|w|, 1, (|w|− 1)|w|−1)n)
and the worst ase is O(τ(5, 1, 44)n) ⊆ O(1.7921n).
2. |w| = 4 For a better readability, assume w = (a∨ b∨ c∨ d). As a and b
are not singletons there are lauses a ∈ y and b ∈ z. There are several
possibilities for y and z, but due to the balaned branhing eet, we
may disregard ases where a ∈ w but a¯ ∈ y et.
(a) y = (a∨e∨f∨g), z = (b∨h∨i∨j). The all Q(F (a/true)) removes
7 variables  all variables of w and y. The allQ(F (a/false; b/true))
removes 7 variables  all variables of w and z. The allQ(F (a/false; b/false))
removes 3 variables, beause the lause w = (c∨d) will in the next
reursive step be simplied. The all Q(F (a/false; b/c¯)) removes
3 variables, beause the lause w = (c ∨ c¯ ∨ d) implies d = false,
whih will be eetuated by the substitution operation. The all
Q(F (a/false; b/d¯)) removes 3 variables for the same reasons. The
all Q(F (a/b¯)) removes 3 variables  c and d must be false. Sim-
ilarly for the remaining two alls. Hene, the running time is in
O(τ(72, 36)n) ⊆ O(1.8348n).
If |z| = 3, then regardless of y we get ases better than the above
ase:
(b) z = (b ∨ e ∨ f). Counting removed variables as previously we get
that this ase runs in time O(τ(6, 44, 33)n) ⊆ O(1.7605n).
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() z = (a∨ b∨ e) or z = (b∨ c∨ e) or z = (b∨ d∨ e). All these ases
run in time O(τ(52, 46)n) ⊆ O(1.6393n).
If |y| = 3, then regardless of y we get ases better than the so far
worst:
(d) y = (a ∨ e ∨ f). This ase runs in time O(τ(6, 5, 43, 33)n) ⊆
O(1.7888n).
(e) y = (a ∨ b ∨ e). Already examined.
(f) y = (a ∨ c ∨ e) or y = (a ∨ d ∨ e). These ases run in time
O(τ(52, 45, 3)n) ⊆ O(1.6749n).
If y shares more than one variable with w, then regardless of z we
get ases better than the so far worst:
(g) y = (a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ e) or y = (a ∨ c ∨ d ∨ e) or y = (a ∨ b ∨
e ∨ f). These ases run in time O(τ(52, 46)) ⊆ O(1.6393n),
O(τ(54, 44)) ⊆ O(1.5971n) and O(τ(62, 5, 4, 34)) ⊆ O(1.7416n),
respetively.
(h) y = (a∨ c∨ e∨ f) or y = (a∨ d∨ e∨ f). These ases run in time
O(τ(6, 52, 4, 34))n) ⊆ O(1.7549n).
If z shares more than one variable with w, then regardless of y we
get ases better than the so far worst:
(i) z = (a ∨ b . . .). Already examined.
(j) z = (b ∨ c ∨ d ∨ e). This ase runs in O(τ(52, 46)) ⊆ O(1.6393n).
(k) z = (b ∨ c ∨ e ∨ f) or z = (b ∨ d ∨ e ∨ f). These ases run in time
O(τ(62, 5, 4, 34))n) ⊆ O(1.7416n).
3. |w| = 3. We know that there is another lause y suh that |y| = 3 and
a ∈ y and y 6= w. Hene we have a running time in O(τ(4, 3, 22)) ⊆
O(1.7107n).

4 Conlusions
We have presented two non-trivial, exat, poly-spae algorithms for max
hamming xsat and provided interesting upper bounds on their running
time. Both algorithms point out new interesting researh diretions and
indiate that problems suh as max hamming sat might be solvable in time
better than O(4n). Using P as a template when onstruting an algorithm
for a max Hamming problem, the goal is to analyze the instane at hand
to see whih alls to the external solver that are superuous. Q indiates
that it is possible to take diret advantage of the inherent struture of the
problem itself.
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